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Delegation gets a good press. Who doesn’t love the idea of 
bosses delegating decision-making power to junior staff? 
Delegation can empower staff to show what they can do, 

providing motivation and higher-quality decisions from staff who 
are closer to the shop floor and therefore the customer. 

Unfortunately delegation has another side to it — one that 
creates a serious gulf between decisions and moral responsibility. 
In theory, there is no problem, because theory says ‘you can 
delegate authority but not responsibility’. In other words the 
boss who delegates is still responsible for everything that 
happens. Years ago, honourable people took this seriously, with 
government ministers resigning when a mistake emerged from 
their department, and bosses resigning when failings emerged.

Bosses who know nothing
Today, those in power simply claim they didn’t know. When 
the Volkswagen emissions scandal hit in 2015, VW boss Martin 
Winterkorn (once described by Forbes magazine as ‘a hands-on 
boss with an exacting eye for detail’) apparently knew nothing 
about years of systematic cheating of diesel emissions testing. 
When the Grenfell Tower disaster hit the UK in June 2017, the 
head of the Kensington and Chelsea council felt no need to resign 
— until he was forced out of office 16 days later. Even then he 
tried to shirk blame by stating: ‘As council leader I have to accept 
my share of responsibility for these perceived failings.’

The burnt-out shell of Grenfell Tower is symbolic of what’s 
gone wrong in recent years. The tower block went up in west 
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Ethics and delegation
The Grenfell Tower disaster is a reminder that when terrible events happen, nobody wants to take 
responsibility. Ian Marcousé suggests that delegation, outsourcing and budget-setting are ways 
in which those at the top can keep their eyes and ears shut to what’s really happening

The burnt-out shell of the Grenfell Tower, London
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London in the 1970s as a solid concrete structure built to tough 
building and fire regulations, and was owned by Kensington and 
Chelsea council. All very straightforward.

In the 1990s things changed when the council encouraged the 
formation of the Kensington and Chelsea Tenant Management 
Organisation (KCTMO), which took over the management of 
all the council’s housing stock. With authority over housing 
decisions delegated to KCTMO, the head of the council was no 
longer so clearly responsible.

No responsibility?
The New York Times reported on 28 June 2017 that:

‘ Under Conservative efforts since 2010 to reduce the national 
budget and the national debt, state funding was reduced 
or frozen for many parts of the government, including local 
councils. Deregulation also meant outsourcing responsibility for 
fire inspections to owners and builders, instead of civil servants. 
Private companies were required to use ‘authorized inspectors’ 
for fire safety, but, as [Guardian journalist] Mr Freedland pointed 
out, they worked for builders and developers, and ‘there was a 
classic conflict of interest’.

 ’Then there was all the decision making on the refurbishment 
of the tower. Many have suggested that this was as much to ‘pretty 

up’ the tower for the sake of wealthy local households as to 
improve things for Grenfell residents.

The council’s original choice of contractor quoted £11.3 
million. Another contractor quoted £8.7 million and won 
the contract. It subcontracted the cladding work and internal 
work on gas boilers to other contractors. From early on in the 
refurbishment in 2015–16 Grenfell residents complained about 
the shoddy quality of the work. In the months leading up to the 
June 2017 fire there were furious demands for the gas pipework 
on the block’s only escape stairs to be properly insulated. On 
the night of the fire nearby residents spoke of ‘popping sounds’, 
assumed to be gas explosions. Over a year after the work had been 
‘completed’ there were many exposed gas pipes — these should 
have had insulation covers that would delay fire by up to 2 hours.

So who is to blame? The government, for cutting council 
budgets, perhaps forcing councils to cut corners? The culture 
of free markets and deregulation, clamouring after a ‘bonfire 
of red tape’, of which building regulations form a central part? 
The council, which passed off its authority to the KCTMO, and 
chose a contractor on the basis of low price rather than quality, 
and made things worse by ignoring residents’ complaints about 
shoddy work? The KCTMO will itself come under investigation 
for its apparent neglect of resident safety. Or was it the fault of 
the building contractors? Or the gas and cladding subcontractors? 

Protesters demand justice for the 
victims of the Grenfell Tower fire
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The amount of potential culprits means that almost certainly all 
will get off scot-free and the blame will not be pinned on anyone.

Delegation and morality
From a business point of view, the message is clear: companies 
need to use delegation honestly, as a way to motivate, not as a way 
to muddy the waters of accountability. Examiners love the topic 
of business ethics, and taking this approach provides a way to 
generate stronger, richer answers.

In September 2014 courts in China fined UK giant 
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) $490 million because of its bribery of 
Chinese doctors to persuade them to prescribe GSK drugs. In 
September 2016 US courts implicitly agreed with the Chinese 
by imposing a further $20 million fine for GSK’s corrupt 
practices. How could this come about? Were the directors of GSK 
responsible for directing its executives in China to boost sales 
by bribery? Not directly, but head office would have laid down 
ambitious sales targets that local managers in China believed 
would be impossible to achieve — unless they cheated. The local 
managers would have thought: ‘I must cheat or I’ll be seen to have 
failed and I’ll be fired. Therefore I’m not morally responsible for 
what I’m forced to do.’ Those in head office could simply state: 
‘We’re shocked and disappointed to hear what has been going on 
in our Chinese operations.’

Morality starts with a sense of personal responsibility that 
must be passed on through the culture of an organisation. 
Every member of staff must be clear that the boss wants 

success achieved in the right way. Muddy delegation is a 
sign of the reverse. Shortly after Roy Hodgson took over as 
manager at Fulham FC in 2007, a Fulham defender fell to the 
ground holding his face when an opposing player brushed his 
chest. Instead of saying he hadn’t seen the incident, Hodgson 
publicly criticised his own player, warning him to never 
behave like that again in a Fulham shirt. The player didn’t. 
From this developed a culture in which few players were 
booked, let alone sent off, and Hodgson’s team ended up in 
the Europa League final against Atlético Madrid.

In business, in local government and in sport, taking a 
principled stand is always the right thing to do. Those who 
outsource their responsibilities are outsourcing their ethics. 
The role of government is to understand that these pressures 
exist in society, which is why effective regulation is necessary, 
even desirable. Businesses will always claim that they will be 
more efficient and more competitive if they are allowed a free 
hand, but history suggests that the ideal situation is a balance 
between business freedoms and regulations. The Grenfell 
Tower disaster is a monument to the balance being stretched 
too far in one direction.

Ian Marcousé is a former A-level chief examiner who teaches at 
Central Boys’ Foundation School and the Institute of Education, 
University of London.
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